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A wax figurine of Pope John Paul II by Roman Bajzik on display in Bajzikov
mlyn (Bajzik’s mill) in Zavada Slovakia. — AFP photos

Roman Bajzik (48) fixes a head of wax figurine of Emperor Franz Joseph in Bajzikov mlyn (Bajzik’s mill) in Zavada Slovakia.

The region’s very own high-street retailer
Splash, launched an exclusive limited edition
collection in collaboration with four of the

Arab region’s most established fashion designers.
The collection came to life in an exclusive presenta-
tion Trunk Show -The Splash Island Collection pre-
view, held at the Four Seasons Hotel on Tuesday,
which was attended by Splash CEO Raza Beig. The
event was also attended by over 120 invited guests,
which included VIPs, local social media influencers,
TV hosts, singers, local celebrities and press.

The four designers who Splash collaborated with
are Essa Walla, Nina Zandania, Ken Ferns, and
Aiisha Ramadan. The home-grown talent who push-
es creativity and innovation to the forefront of his
designs, Essa Walla’s collection was flamboyant with
a focus on bold prints and irregular modest drapes.
On the other hand, the inspiring fashionista who has
been present in the media industry for a decade,
Nina Zandania’s collection had a stylish 70’s disco
edge.  Coming with a very rich yet sophisticated
fashion style inspired by Asian culture, Ken Fern’s

collection showcased a playful mix of various cul-
tures and tribes, with the uniqueness lying in the
prints. Last but not the least, a global fashion
designer who is known for her unique, modern style,
Aiisha Ramadan’s collection was colorful, beautiful-
ly-crafted and catered to women with different
shapes and taste.

“Modest fashion is the rising trend that is being
raved about not only in the Middle East but even
internationally. The focus is on comfort, humility,
and elegance,” said Raza Beig, CEO of high-street
fashion brands Splash and Iconic. The chosen
designers have demonstrated remarkable taste, and
we are elated to inculcate their designs into our
brand.” The Splash Ramadan collection is a celebra-
tion of the holy month and showcases kaftans, long
flowy dresses with embellishments, floral prints, ani-
mal print, all reflecting elegance and attitude in true
Splash style. The collection is already available in
stores just in time for Ramadan shopping.

Splash collaborates
with four regional 
designers to create

Ramadan collection
By Faten Omar

On the sidelines of the Kuwait edition of “Splash
Island Collection Preview”, Kuwait Times spoke
with Raza Beig, CEO Splash & Fashion Director

Landmark Group, to get the latest updates. Beig said
Splash is happy to launch an exclusive limited-edition
collection in collaboration with four regional designers
for the first time in Kuwait, adding that the roadshow
started in UAE, then headed to Oman, Bahrain, Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia. 

He noted that throughout the fashion journey, Splash
is trying to provide designer fashion at affordable price
points. “The Splash Ramadan collection 2019 is a special
edition where it represents Middle Eastern style to wear
during Ramadan visits. The first of regional designer col-
laborations to come from Splash is with Essa Walla,
Aiisha Ramadan, Ken Ferns and Nina Zanadnia.”

Beig revealed that fashion show has a variety of fab-
rics and colors and a good organic collection, where 40
percent of the collection is 100 percent organic and sus-
tainable. “I have been working with Splash for 26 years
now, starting as a store manager. In all those years,
Splash always tried to provide good quality at reason-
able prices. We still have products at the same price for
25 years, although we added more quality because we
understand that not everyone can afford to look good.
That is why we stayed with this philosophy. We change
the trends and keep our products updated with the sea-
son’s fashion,” he said.

Beig pointed out that Splash’s future plan is to not
only expand in the GCC market, but also globally, “It may
take one or two years, but we are on the path. We are
making plans now in China, UK and Egypt.” Regarding
his visit to Kuwait, Beig said: “I have always loved Kuwait
- my understanding of fashion comes from Kuwait
because when I came 25 years ago to Kuwait for the first
time, I was surprised by their understanding of fashion.
My fashion introduction came from Kuwait, and this is a
special market for me. The Kuwaiti market is in third
place after Saudi Arabia and UAE.” Splash currently
operates over 220 stores and 55 brand stores across 14
countries, and 34 ICONIC stores across KSA, UAE,
Kuwait, and Qatar.

Splash stuns audiences with runway
show featuring eclectic designs

The bald head of Slovak general Milan Rastislav
Stefanik is pierced before hairs are inserted into
his skull. Stefanik’s face remains motionless, his

blue eyes do not even blink.  The late founder of the
former Czechoslovakia is the latest figure to get the
wax treatment from Roman Bajzik, a 48-year-old opera
teacher who moonlights as Slovakia’s very own
Monsieur Tussaud. “I began creating wax sculptures
back in 2002 as I wanted to see what my great-grand-
father looked like,” Bajzik said, at his two-room gallery
in what was once the family mill. 

“I only had an old photo of him and was curious if
I could turn him into something three-dimensional,”
he told AFP in Zavada, a central village of 600 resi-
dents, about 150 kilometres (around 90 miles) from
the capital, Bratislava. Two decades later, there are
now 23 motionless family members, royalty, folklore
characters and important figures for tourists and
schoolchildren to view. 

Figures on display past the creaky wooden front
door at the mill-turned-gallery include the vampire
Nosferatu, pope John Paul II and a mermaid from
Slovak mythology. The wax museum is open by
appointment only for an entry fee of two euros ($2.2). 

‘Mute’ 
An experienced tenor who once sang at Austria’s

prestigious Salzburg Festival, Bajzik studied opera
directing and now teaches operatic acting at the state
conservatory in Bratislava.  He likes silence when he
sculpts though, usually at night to relax.  “I have enough
singing during the day. I’m pleased to be surrounded by
my mute figures,” he said. He lives alone in a high-rise
flat in the capital where he has turned one room into a
tiny studio whose shelves are filled with chicken mesh,
cornstarch, construction foam, silica gel-all used for
wax modeling. 

Currently he is working on two figures: Stefanik is
getting his hair done, while Empress Elisabeth of
Austria, better known as Sissi, is undergoing some
facial work.  Bajzik consulted available photos and
busts of Sissi to get her facial measurements just
right. Once the clay head is done, he casts it in plaster
and then pours hot wax in the mold before fine-tun-
ing the details.

‘Lend a hand’ 
Wax is ideal for models because it looks similar to

human skin, said Bajzik, whose mix notably includes
beeswax and paraffin. “It has to be carefully blended as
wax tends to crack when inserting hairs into the skull,” he
said. The hair comes from discount store wigs. Using a
long needle, he attaches each hair into the wax skull. It is
time-consuming, meticulous work. 

“It took me a while to investigate how to make a hole
that isn’t too large but could secure the hair. I watch
instructional videos,” he said with a laugh. Bajzik often
transforms everyday items into the props he needs. When
one of his kings required an imperial orb, Bajzik bought a
Christmas bauble and added a small cross. He opens a
drawer full of semi-finished hands, waiting for their turn
to become the appendages of a king or queen. “Hands
are finicky. I usually ask someone to ‘lend a hand’ and I
mold it for a figure,” Bajzik said. “John Paul II, for exam-
ple, has my hands.” — AFP

Relaxing with wax: Meet 
the Slovak ‘Monsieur Tussaud’

An exhibition of wax figurines by Roman Bajzik in Bajzikov mlyn (Bajzik’s mill) in Zavada Slovakia.

An exterior of Bajzikov mlyn (Bajzik’s mill) in Zavada Slovakia.

An exhibition of wax figurines by Roman Bajzik in Bajzikov mlyn (Bajzik’s
mill) in Zavada Slovakia.

A wax figurine by Roman Bajzik in Bajzikov
mlyn (Bajzik’s mill) in Zavada Slovakia.

An exhibition of wax figurines by Roman Bajzik in Bajzikov mlyn (Bajzik’s mill) in Zavada Slovakia. 


